Rotational Opportunity at Naval Air Warfare Center Weapons Division (NAWCWD), Point Mugu, California

Job Series:
Electrical Engineering, Computer Engineering or Computer Science

Duties:
Perform technical duties in support of EW software and data components integrated within mission planning and analysis, rehearsal / playback systems and decision support for current programs of record in addition to various research and development efforts. These components are engineered to aid the warfighters with their missions to plan, detect, identify, target threats around the globe based on a priori knowledge and information inferred from tactical sensor recordings. Components include algorithms for decision support, automation support for cognitive systems and software to maintain and create aircraft loadable EW mission data information. Major technical duties include the analysis of system requirements, mission planning components, development of solutions, and integration support. Collaborate with other team members in the areas of systems engineering, hardware and software engineering, and confer with stakeholders as needed.

If you are interested in the above opportunity, please call rotational POC at 956-371-9379